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CLOUD VERSION
The Cloud Version of SmartSport Football allows sports professionals to use a highly 
sophisticated, comprehensive system online, without investing into an expensive customized 
system or incurring the costs of supporting an IT infrastructure.

The Cloud Version offers the benefits of managing a football team, organizing the training process, 
preparing and selecting players, accelerating the recovery of injured players and helping players 
avoid injuries that are available to top-flight professional clubs - at a fraction of the cost.

Users buy access only to those modules and parts of the system that they want to use and pay on 
year-by-year basis.

Thanks to the Cloud Version, the SmartSport advantage is now available to colleges and 
universities as well as to advanced amateur clubs and high school teams.

Information Technologies
Serving Modern Football

SmartSport Football is a comprehensive IT system helping professional staffs run the 
football team and organize the training and selection process, coach games and manage 
tournaments at any level.

SmartSport Football offers a scientific, systematic approach to developing world-class 
athletes.

SmartSport Football is an advanced, sophisticated and flexible tool for coaches and team managers, 
to help them meet the challenges of their work and improve performance and efficiency of their 
clubs.

F O O T B A L L

WHO WILL USE SMARTSPORT FOOTBALL AT YOUR CLUB

WHY YOU NEED SMARTSPORT FOOTBALL:
SmartSport Football allows you to coordinate the work of all departments and services on your 
team and to establish communications between sports professionals and athletes in a single 
information space;

Plan the training process:

Design, schedule and run practices;
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HOW IT WORKS:
SmartSport collects, stores and processes detailed information on athletes, helping coaches analyze 
their physical and psychological characteristics, skill level and performance and assess their progress 
and development;

Assists scouts in selecting, evaluating and tracking prospective players;

Offers a consistent methodological framework for training players and coaching the team;

Provides business process automation and electronic document management;

Keeps a video archive of games and practices;

Functions as an Integrated communication system between coaches, trainers, athletes, medical 
staff and other sports professionals.

HOW TO USE THE CLOUD VERSION:
Register on the site, fill out the form and get access to the Cloud Version of SmartSport Football;

Get two months free to try all modules of the system;

Identify which parts of the system you need;

If you decide to sign up for a season, pay to get only to the modules you want to use and get the 

system for one year while paying for only ten months;

Customize the graphics of your system with your club’s colors and logo;

Your data is safe and secure and you control who will have access to different parts of your system.

THE SMARTSPORT FOOTBALL ADVANTAGE:
Transparency, control and hands-on management of all work processes on the team;

Training programs geared to each player’s strengths and weaknesses;

Improved performance, which takes into account individual physical and psychological 

Characteristics and skill level;

Systematic and efficient scouting and player selection;

Fewer injuries and faster recovery times;

Psychological assessment of players and improved team morale;

Performance evaluation for players, coaches and management staff.

Assess results and evaluate performance;

Develop a highly individualized approach to achieving peak athletic performance by players;

Help your players minimize injuries and speed up recovery;

Collect, process, manage and analyze vast amounts of information on individual and team performance.
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